ABSTRACT: The intrinsic moisture sensitivity of the hybrid perovskite ~ 5.---::--:---:----:--------..., methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) calls for new synthetic strategies to ~ J..-1--~ J.-)"-enhance moisture resistance and, thus, long term stability. Here, we combine ;. 4 two strategies: (i) transitioning from 3D to 2D hybrid perovskites by inserting . § ~ larger A site cations as spacers and (ii) using fluorinated linkers to enhance the -3 3 hydrophobicity of the material-and identify two new hybrid perovskite type E ,II chloride and organic sublattices, respectively, both having clearly observable fingerprints in the solid state NMR spectra. DFT calculations trace the origin of the observed severe distortion of the inorganic sublattice in (F~H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCI 4 back to structural features including the formation of hydrogen bonds. The optical properties of (F~J-4NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 were characterized by optical absorption spectroscopy and time resolved photoluminescence measurements with a view toward the interaction between the organic and inorganic soblattices. The broad photoluminescence spectrum as well as specific absorption characteristics are assigned to exciton self trapping due to a strong coupling of the excited states to lattice distortions.
~ larger A site cations as spacers and (ii) using fluorinated linkers to enhance the -3 3 hydrophobicity of the material-and identify two new hybrid perovskite type E ,II dependent powder X ray diffraction measurements, and 1 H, 13 C, and 20 Pb solid state NMR spectroscopy can be assigned to changes in the inorganic lead 4 6 8 chloride and organic sublattices, respectively, both having clearly observable fingerprints in the solid state NMR spectra. DFT calculations trace the origin of the observed severe distortion of the inorganic sublattice in (F~H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCI 4 back to structural features including the formation of hydrogen bonds. The optical properties of (F~J-4NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 were characterized by optical absorption spectroscopy and time resolved photoluminescence measurements with a view toward the interaction between the organic and inorganic soblattices. The broad photoluminescence spectrum as well as specific absorption characteristics are assigned to exciton self trapping due to a strong coupling of the excited states to lattice distortions.
• INTRODUCTION
Research in the field of hybrid perovskites has experienced a rapid revival since the discovery of the superior optical and electronic properties of methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) as an absorber material in solar cells. Its large absorption coefficient/ medium band gap/ and long hole and electron diffusion lengths, 3 combined with its solution processability, accelerated the development into one of the most important semiconductor materials for solid state solar cells. 4 On the way to commercialization of hybrid perovskite solar cells, some challenges still have to be addressed, including the toxicity of lead and the poor moisture stability of MAPI type hybrid perovskites. 5 Recently, Smith et al. reported a promising strategy to increase the moisture resistivity of MAPI derived compounds significantly. They separated the 3D lead iodide lattice by inserting bulky phenethylammoniom cations (PEA) in the fashion of Mitzi's tin based hybrid perovskites, namely, (C~NH 3 MCH 3 NH 3 ),. 1 Sn,.l3n+ 1 (n = number of comer 6560 sharing s~ octahedra forming the perovskite block), where butylammonium cations isolated the conducting perovskite layers to form a 2D quantum well type structure. 6 Upon exposure of the as obtained ( not the only benefit of including bulky organic cations in the structure; it also presents a synthetic tool for precisely tailoring the optical and electronic properties by the choice of the spacer cation and the number of layers in the perovskite blocks.
9
A useful empirical guide for the search of suitable new perovskitizers and spacers is Goldschmidt's tolerance factor t, which determines the range of existence of the 3D perovskite structure ABX 3 based on the radius ratio of the constituents A, B, and X. t is determined by the following equation:
A cubic perovskite structure can be expected, if t is in the range 0.9−1.0. Additionally, distorted perovskite structures are likely to form for values from 0.80 to 0.89. 11 (CH 3 CH 2 NH 3 )PbI 3 , which seems to be very similar to MAPI at first sight, contains one dimensional (1D) face sharing PbI 6 octahedral chains. 12 The different structures become comprehensible, when taking the tolerance factor, which was calculated to be 1.05(4) by Kieslich et al., into account. 11 Thus, cations which have at least the size of an ethylammonium cation are likely to be suitable candidates as spacers.
It is widely known that exchanging hydrogen atoms by fluorine atoms in hydrocarbons increases its hydrophobicity im mensely. 13 Thus, applying fluorinated cations as spacers in hybrid perovskites would be a natural choice to further increase the moisture resistivity while potentially increasing the polarity at the same time. Furthermore, the studies by Frost et al. strongly suggest that increasing the dipole moment of the chosen organic cation could improve charge separation and increase carrier lifetimes due to an enhanced polarization of the crystal lattice, resulting in well separated "ferroelectric highways" for both charge carriers.
14 For these reasons, an investigation of fluorinated A site cations is the next step for developing new potentially ferroelectric 2D hybrid perovskites with further enhanced moisture resistance.
In this work a new two dimensional (2D) hybrid perovskite, (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 , was synthesized, and its structural, thermal, and optical properties were investigated. The formation of a 2D structure indicates the ability of fluoroethylammonium to act as a spacer for MAPI based compounds. Exposure to ambient atmosphere for several months did not have any effect on the compound's integrity. Additionally, the crystal structure of the related DMF solvate (FC 2 Characterization. Single crystal X ray diffraction data of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 were collected at −100°C on a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode generator with Mo K α radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The diffraction intensities were integrated using the SAINT software package, and a multiscan absorption correction was applied with SADABS. The crystal structure was solved by direct methods (SIR97) 15 and refined against F 2 by applying the full matrix least squares method (SHELXL 97).
16,17 C bound hydrogen positions were calculated according to geometrical criteria and treated as riding on their parent atoms while N bound hydrogen atoms were refined freely. All non hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.
Powder X ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 were collected at various temperatures using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer in Debye−Scherrer geometry with a Vantec detector with Ge(111) monochromated Cu K α1 radiation (λ = 1.54059 Å). The sample was encapsulated in a capillary under inert atmosphere; nonetheless, air stability was confirmed thereafter. For further PXRD measurements at room temperature, a Huber G670 Guinier imaging plate detector in transmission geometry was used. These measurements were also performed with Ge(111) monochromated Cu K α1 radiation (λ = 1.54059 Å). Full profile fits were obtained using TOPAS Academic. 18 Solid state NMR sprectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance III WB 400 MHz (H 0 = 9.4 T) instrument. A Bruker douple resonance BL4MAS probe and 4 mm zirconia rotors were used for all measurements.
13
C and 1 H spectra were referenced to the customary standard tetramethylsilane (TMS), using the high frequency signal of solid adamantane at 38.56 ppm as a secondary standard in 13 C spectra and the signal at 1.74 ppm in 1 H spectra. In experiments with magic angle spinning (MAS), the sample was spun between 8000 and 12500 Hz, with the spinning rate controlled by the standard Bruker equipment. The 1 H spectra were acquired in 16 scans with a relaxation delay of 3 s. The 13 C cross polarization (CP) MAS spectra were recorded in 1024 scans with a contact time of 4 ms and a recyle delay of 1 s. All 13 C and 207 Pb spectra were acquired with high power proton decoupling that was achieved using the SPINAL 64 decoupling method. 207 Pb spectra were referenced to tetramethyl lead (δ = 0.0 ppm) with the solid Pb(NO 3 ) 2 as a secondary standard (δ = −3494 ppm at 20°C and MAS of 1500 Hz). 207 Pb MAS spectra were recorded with rotor synchronized Hahn echo. The sample was spun at 8000 Hz for the measurement at 85°C and at 10000 Hz for all of the other measurements. The repetition time was set to 4 s, and the number of scans was 2048.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data was collected using a Linseis PT10 calorimeter. Samples were heated in sealed aluminum pans under air from room temperature to 125°C with a heating rate of 3 K min −1 and subsequently cooled down to room temperature at the same rate. Additionaly, DSC measurements were performed using a (Figure 1 ). Possible reasons for this distortion will be discussed in detail later on. The organic cations form a double layer which is stabilized by weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 24 Intramolecular hydrogen bonds between the fluorine substituents and the protonated amine groups lead to the observed cis configuration of the 2 fluoroethylammonium cations ( In contrast to the chloride version discussed above, the reaction of fluoroethylammonium bromide with lead bromide in DMF leads to the formation of a dimensionally reduced DMF solvate in which the 2D lead bromide layers are broken up into 1D double chains consisting of edge sharing octahedra. A discussion of the crystal structure of the resulting compound, (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 )PbBr 3 ·DMF, and additional experimental details can be found in the Supporting Information S8−S12.
DFT Calculations. 25, 26 In order to investigate the origin of this rather severe distortion present in (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 , electronic structure calculations on the DFT level including spin−orbit coupling were performed. If the origin was due to a sterically active Pb 6s lone pair, we would expect to see hybridization between s and p states at the Fermi level. This hybridization would result in a stereochemically active lone pair that is not centrosymmetric and could therefore reside off center within an octahedron, causing distortion. Analysis of the partial density of states (PDOS) reveals that the valence band consists mostly of Cl 3p states, mixed with Pb 6s and Pb 6p states. The Pb 6s states are found in the upper valence band whereas the Pb 6p states are located in the lower valence band. Additional Pb 6s states are localized below −6 eV. The conduction band is dominated by Pb 6p states. Taking a closer look at the upper valence band, a small fraction of 6p states can be observed at the same energy level as 6s states which allows for hybridization of these states (Figure 2a,b) . This could suggest the presence of a steric effect of the lone pair that can follow from canceling out the centrosymmetry of the s orbital by adding p character. However, in our case this effect is presumably very small, since the density of Pb p states in the upper valence band is below 0.014 states (formula unit) −1 eV −1 . Therefore, the octahedral distortions seem to be of structural rather than electronic origin, which becomes apparent when projecting the crystal structure down the b axis (Figure 1 ). The size of the organic cations exactly matches the vacancies within the octahedral network; therefore, the octahedral distortion results in an optimal dense packing. Additionally, moderate and weak hydrogen bonds 24 between the organic cations and the Cl atoms of the inorganic lattice might contribute to the observed structural distortions (Table SVI) . The calculated bandgap is 2.51 eV which is significantly lower than the measured band gap of 3.27 eV. The PBE functional used for our calculations is, however, well known to underestimate band gaps, and the discrepancy of 0.75 eV is within the usual range of under estimation. The organic cations do not seem to have any influence on the band gap as an analysis of the respective states shows ( Figure S2a ). The band structure plot (Figure 2c ) reveals the band gap to be indirect, with the valence band maximum located at Γ and the conduction band minimum located between Γ and Z. Fat band plots also show the presence of a Pb 6s lone pair ( Figure S2b) .
Phase Transitions in (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 . DSC measure ments indicate two reversible phase transitions at 87°C and at 107°C, which were determined from the heating cycle ( Figure   Figure 1 . Crystal structure of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 in projection along [100] (left) and in projection along [010] (right). C is displayed in black, N is blue, F is green, H is gray, Pb is orange, and Cl is turquoise. S3). These were investigated more closely using solid state NMR spectroscopy. To probe both the effect of structural distortions and rearrangements in the organic and inorganic sublattices, the spectra of 1 H, 13 C, and 207 Pb were monitored. While (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 was heated up to 112.5°C followed by cooling down to room temperature, several 207 Pb solid state NMR sprectra were recorded (Figure 3b) . 207 Pb is a spin 1/2 nucleus with an extremely wide chemical shift range, with Pb(II) covering a range between 3000 and −6000 ppm. The observed chemical shifts are in agreement with the oxidation state Pb(II), while the highly anisotropic shape of the signal observed below the first phase transition points to an asymmetrical coordination sphere of the Pb atoms. This observation is in accordance with the above described severely distorted PbCl 6 octahedra. The first phase transition is therefore most likely connected to a change in the inorganic sublattice producing a more symmetrical lead environment, and accompanied by a substantially reduced anisotropy and a shift of the signal from −237 ± 2 ppm to −971 ± 2 ppm. These changes are found to be reversible upon cooling the sample down to room temperature. Apart from a small downfield shift, the second phase transition is not observed in the 207 Pb spectrum, which essentially excludes an involvement of the Pb−Cl lattice in the phase transition. Presumably, the second phase transition is related to small changes in the mobility or orientation of the A site cation.
1 H solid state NMR sprectra show three overlapping signals that can be assigned to the protons of the NH 3 group and the two methylene groups, respectively (Figure 3a) . The assignment is based on the relative integrated intensities, and expected relative shifts in 1 H resonances of −CH 2 − and −CH 2 F signals. The first phase transition leads to a downfield shift and a narrowing of the observed signals, which supports the assumption that the 2 fluorethylammonium cations become more mobile due to the change in the heavy lattice. As a consequence, they can rotate more freely. The second phase transition does not have a visible fingerprint in the 1 H NMR spectra. Finally, a temperature dependent structural investigation using 13 C solid state NMR spectroscopy was performed (Figure 3c,d) . The recorded 13 C solid state NMR spectra show two distinct signals which are assigned to the carbon atoms of the methylene groups. Upon heating the sample above the first transition temperature, a narrowing of the signals can be observed besides a significant upfield shift of the signal detected at 86.4 ppm. This signal splits up into two when the temperature is increased above 127.5°C. It is conceivable that this signature at 127.5°C is associated with a delayed second phase transition which is seen at 107°C in the DSC measurements. A possible reason for the splitting is the direct spin−spin J coupling between adjacent F and C atoms. However, the doublet should be more distinct in this case. Therefore, it is most likely that what we see is not entirely due to 19 F− 13 C J coupling, but also due to melting of the organic sublattice above the transition temperature, giving rise to dynamical disorder of the organic cations. The signal at 42.4 ppm starts splitting up only at 180°C. These later changes are partly reversible upon cooling down and are not distinctly related to either of the structural phase transitions. The changes associated with the first phase transition, however, are persistent. To summarize, heating (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 above 130°C leads to a permanent structural change, but the compound is not decomposed upon heating it up to 180°C.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). PXRD was used to complement the above described insights into the reversibility and local structural changes during the temperature dependent structural phase transitions of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 ( Figure  4a,b) . The structural change connected to the first phase transition becomes obvious on comparing the dissimilar diffractograms recorded at 30 and 87°C. Only small additional changes can be observed when the sample is heated to 120°C, which consolidates the assumption that the second phase transition is not connected to any significant structural changes in the inorganic sublattice. When cooling the sample back down to 30°C, the initial diffractogram recorded at 30°C is regained almost completely. Only the reflection at 7.75°which is very prominent in the diffractograms of the high temperature phase has not vanished completely despite a significant loss in intensity. Recording another diffractogram of the sample 1 year after conducting the heating cycle shows that the phase transition is indeed fully reversible: the reflection at 7.75°cannot be observed anymore ( Figure S4 ). These results indicate that the conversion from the high temperature to the low temperature phase might be kinetically delayed.
Optical Properties. Absorption and photoluminescence measurements were performed to investigate the optical properties of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 . The absorbance spectrum of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 is presented in Figure 5a . With the assumption of an indirect band gap (also confirmed by DFT calculations, see above), a band gap of 3.27 eV is determined with a Tauc plot, which is comparable to other organic−inorganic layered perovskite compounds (Figure 5b) . 1, 27, 28 Typically, these layered perovskites feature a sharp excitonic absorption peak below the band edge, as the dielectric mismatch between organic and inorganic layer causes a high exciton binding energy and strongly bound excitons within the inorganic layer. 27−29 As can be seen in Figure 5a , a clear separation between the absorption band edge and the excitonic peak for (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 cannot be observed, but there is an overlap of a peak at 328 nm and the band edge. Such a close occurrence of an excitonic absorption peak and the band edge has already been reported for other organic−inorganic layered perovskite compounds 30 and can be explained by the fact that the optical properties strongly depend on the organic moiety. Possible effects of the organic layer on excited states within the inorganic layer include a change of the exciton binding energy depending on the organic layer's dielectric constant, a potential energy transfer into the organic layer, 31 and structural distortions of the inorganic layer imposed by the organic layer. 30, 32, 33 Con sequently, differences in optical properties for different organic−inorganic layered perovskite compounds can be expected. While for excitation above the bandgap, no significant photoluminescence can be detected ( Figure S5a) ; excitation into the sub bandgap absorption feature between 350 and 400 nm leads to a strong and broad photoluminescence (PL) spectrum (Figure 5a ). As the PL excitation spectrum for the PL emission peak at 443 nm coincides well with the sub bandgap absorption feature for wavelengths above 350 nm, it can be assumed that excitation of these sub bandgap states leads to enhanced radiative recombination. The origin of such a broad emission has already been discussed by Dohner et al., 28 who assigned the broad PL to strong coupling of excited states to lattice distortions and the inhomogeneous broadening of the PL spectrum to additional contributions of trap states. Similary, Papavassiliou et al. 32 investigated the impact of the organic moiety on PL properties and found that organic layers consisting of short alkyl chains lead to a broad PL spectrum due to self trapped excitons, whereas longer alkyl chains lead to sharp excitonic PL peaks. These observations are consistent with the data presented here, as the crystal structure of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 features severe structural distortions of the inorganic sublattice at room temperature, which is assumed to induce self trapping of excitons due to a coupling to lattice distortions. Moreover, an impact of the fluorine in the organic moiety on the PL properties cannot be excluded either. The fact that the PL spectrum can be excited by excitation energies that are almost as small as the emission energy indicates a continuum of initial states that can contribute to the broad PL spectrum. Such a broad distribution of emitting states cannot be explained by a specific crystal defect, but rather by a continuous energy distribution of lattice distortions. The inhomogeneous broadening of the PL spectrum of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 can be fitted with two Gaussian functions with peak positions at 2.79 and 2.32 eV, respectively ( Figure  S6b ). Both the lower energy shoulder and the broad PL emission can be excited by the same absorption features ( Figure S5b ) and have similar lifetimes (Figure 5c ), suggesting the same physical nature of these states and thermal equilibrium between them. 28 However, as Figure S6b displays an increase of the lower energy shoulder for a decrease in temperature, an enhanced trapping rate of excited states can be assumed for lower temperatures. The photoluminescence decay displayed in Figure 5c can be fitted with a three exponential decay function with lifetimes of t 1 = 0.6 ns, t 2 = 4 ns, and t 3 = 18 ns. PL lifetimes of several nanoseconds are characteristic for organic−inorganic layered perovskites. 28, 33 In contrast to 3D organic−inorganic perovskites, where charge recombination of free electrons and holes determines the PL characteristics at room temperature, leading to lifetimes on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds, 3, 34 the PL of layered perovskites predominantly originates from confined excitons within the inorganic layer. On the basis of the multiexponential decay, it is suggested that several dynamical processes take place after photoexcitation, including the intrinsic lifetime of free excitons and the formation of self trapped excitons, as well as their interaction with interface states and potential permanent lattice defects, or intersystem crossing with triplet states. 33, 35 Stability. An important finding is that, in contrast to other 2D and 3D hybrid perovskites, (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 shows pro nounced long term stability. When exposed to ambient conditions over several months, no visible changes can be observed. Rietveld analyses of PXRD data of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 right after synthesis and after 4 months exposure confirm this observation (Figure 4c and Figure S2 ).
■ CONCLUSION
The crystal structures of the new hybrid compounds, (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 and (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 )PbBr 3 ·DMF, were dis cussed with a special focus on the influence of hydrogen bonds and the origin of structural distortions in the inorganic sublattice on the arrangement of the organic cations. Moreover, the phase transitions of (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 were investigated closely by combining solid state NMR spectroscopy, DSC measurements, and PXRD. It could be shown that the first phase transition at 87°C is due to structural changes in the heavy lattice whereas the second phase transition is likely related to orientational changes in the organic sublattice. DFT calculations suggested that the observed distortion of the PbCl 6 octahedra predominantly is of structural origin connected to a dense packing of the organic cations and the inorganic lattice and the formation of hydrogen bonds between the inorganic and organic sublattice, rather than of electronic origin based on hybridization of the Pb 6s lone pair. Optical measurements were applied to study the nature of the photogenerated states and their interaction with the crystal lattice. A strong and broad PL spectrum for excitations below the bandgap is assigned to a coupling of excited states to lattice distortions. The resulting self trapped excitons lead to a temperature dependent inhomogeneous broadening of the PL spectrum and a multiexponential PL decay with lifetimes in the nanosecond range. Additionally, it was shown that (FC 2 H 4 NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 features long term stability under ambient conditions. These findings suggest that the fluoroethylammo nium cation is a promising candidate as a spacer for moisture resistant MAPI derived compounds due to its ability to create 2 dimensional structures and the demonstrated stability of (FC 2 + features a large dipole moment which might lead to an enhanced polarity of the lattice and with it an increase in charge separation and improved carrier lifetimes as theoretical studies by Frost et al. indicate.
14 These factors point to a number of design criteria which when synergistically combined may give rise to powerful absorber materials for solar cells and related optoelectronic devices.
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